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one of the purposes of the mormon

pacific history society is to

3

teach those skills helpful in recording historical information the
word history has four dictionary meanings
1

2
3

4
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an account of what has happened narrative story tale
what has happened in the life or development of a people
country institution etc
all recorded events of the past
the branch of knowledge that deals systematically with the
recording
past a re
recordini
cordina
cordini analyzing coordinating and explaining of
past events

of you will immediately think you do not have the ability to
produce works of art
others of you will think yes I1 ve always had
the desire to draw or paint I1 want to try all artists have varying
abilities to produce works of art from the primitive crude
beginnings to the skillful masterfully executed renderings and all
the limited abilities of the artist need
the variations in between
not stop one from recording history there is great charm in
so
called primitive or folk art which training in art often negates
socalled
all artists have elementary beginnings it is only with practice that
some

skills are perfected
artists are the reproducers of earth scenes and people and the
transient episodes of life for the enjoyment of the present and for
the future throughout history artistic recording and reproducing
has been done by craftsmen and architects as well as fine artists
let me share four examples

artistic treasures

was

built about

2700

one of the
were found inside
treasures was a carved drawing of a man in egypt it was
carved on the wooden doors of the tomb we know something

BC

many

2

men of that time because of
the stature and clothing of man
is preserved in the cairo museum
that carved drawing it ie
A fragment of a harp was found in ur
the homeland of
abraham
is gilt and inlaid wood with graceful figures of
it
animals on the harp
is believed to have been made about
it
2800 BC and is preserved in the london british museum
chinese art has historical references from 1100 BC
pottery with decorative designs is thought to be 6000
years old
polynesian art rock painting and carvings date back to 1600
design systems on pottery is traced back to 3000 and
BC
4000 BC
there are thousands of art objects in museums
throughout the world which testify to the fact that history
history and art are
has been recorded by art work

ralph waldo emerson the great american philosopher of the
nineteenth century said
ninteenth
faith in the spirit of god gives man immense
scope and gives every moment tremendous significance man will come
to see that the world is the perennial miracle which the spirit
wor
von
vor
worketh
kech
vorketh
workett
keth and be less astonished at particular wonders he will learn
that there is no profane history that all history is sacred that the
universe is represented in an atom in a moment of time
in his
essay on art emerson wrote the artist must employ the symbols in
use in his day and nation to convey bib
hib
bis enlarged sense to his
his
fellowmen
fel lowmen thus the new in art is always formed out of the old the
genius of the hour sets his ineffaceable seal on the work and gives it
an inexpressible charm for the imagination
As far as the spiritual
character of the period overpowers the artist and finds expression in
bis work so far it will retain a certain grandeur and will represent
his
no man
ho
to future beholders the unknown the inevitable the divine
can quite emancipate himself from his age and country
he cannot
be
wipe out of his work every trace of the thoughts amidst which it grew
above his will and out of his sight be
he is necessitated by the air
he breathes and the idea on which he and his contemporaries live and
hib
bis times without knowing what that
his
toil to share the manner of bib
now that which is inevitable in the work has a higher
mannee
manner
nner is
charm than individual talent can ever give inasmuch as the artist s
pen or chisel seems to have been held and guided by a gigantic hand to
inscribe a line in the history of the human race this circumstance
gives a value to the egyptian hieroglyphics to the indian chinese
and mexican idols however gross and shapeless
they denote the
height of the human soul in that hour shall 1I now add that the whole
extant product of the plastic arts has herein its highest value as
history as a stroke drawn in the portrait of god perfect and
beautiful according to whose ordinations all beings advance to their
beatitude thus historically viewed it has been the office of art
to educate the perception of beauty
the virtue of art lies in
detachment in sequestering one object from the embarrassing variety
in this process emerson says are we able to have deep thought
from this succession of excellent objects we learn at last the
immensity of the world the opulence of human nature which can run
out to infinitude in any direction

one way is
however there are other ways to record history
through the use of photography which we commonly use to enhance and
document written histories
another way to record history is through
the use of the fine arts drawing painting and sculpture it is
these latter three methods of recording history that 1I would like to
enlarge upon 1I will not be able to teach you the skills of art in
order for you to record history but rather 1I hope to encourage all of
you as potential artists to make use of drawings paintings and even
sculpture in recording your personal history

gizea
in egypt the great pyramid of gizeh
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inter related
interrelated

usually when we say we are recording history as historians we think
of recording with words therefore to teach skills helpful in
recording history we usually are dealing with written recordings or
oral recordings
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RECORDING BISTORT
HISTORY THROUGH ART WORK
A personal experience

by

art
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has been a

age of 12 we moved to logan ulah
ulab some examples of
utah
recordings from this period of my life include watercolors of a
tumble down structure of our neighbors and the apple tree in our
tumbledown
listeningto to our
shoving her listening
two drawings of my sister one showing
backyard
big radio in 1946 and another when she was ready for bed

during college days there were drawings of san jose california
and beginning still life studies
the afternoon light on a farm house
was recorded during chose
those years
following marriage to my husband elmer I1 have art work which
our prefab
seven year history in utah and california
records our sevenyear
apartment in logan utah while attending utah state university my
husband studying at an old desk my husband holding our baby warren
on the shore of bear lake on a grey overcast chilly day watercolor
scenes of logan utah street scenes our neighborhood grocery store a
pastel sketch of baby warren sleeping and a drawing of jeffrey
sleeping two awkward attempts at pastel drawings on black paper one
of our son jeffrey one of my husband the young children playing on
a california beach sculptures of my husband and daughter done in
terra cotta sculpture in plaster of our son winston a plaster
carving inspired by our baby jeffrey s position of sleeping
in my
first oil portraits we can still see young winston and jennifer as
they posed for mamas first attempts in a lifesize
life size portrait a conte
drawing of young jeffrey with his arms around his
bis dad 1I wanted so
much to show the tender love that can exist between a father and
child and a pencil drawing of my father carrying the milk buckets

1I have a quote posted on a wall of our home which 1I read
Bammar
hammarskjold
bammarskjold
skjold the swedish
frequently it is a quote from dag Hhammar
secretary general to the united nations during the fifties
secretarygeneral
let me
As an
writing and learn
read with open eyes the book my life is writingand
artisthistorian
artist historian 1I often think of how 1I can illustrate the book my
life is writing with photography and art work such as drawings
paintings and sculptures

four fold
life part of a fourfold
purpose for being family religion history and art have been my life
george david ward and callie belle arrington ward
my parents
work
a sacred commitment in

my

provided me with a very good first family experience my husband
sona and four daughters have
elmer doong shing tyau and our three sons
provided me with opportunities to learn the art of companionship and
tracing my husbands genealogy back 23
the art of parenting
generations into china gave me the experience of research and
having the opportunity to hear and
genealogy and recording history
learn the gospel of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints and being a
part of the church organization has taught me the art of living
getting my bachelor of art degree in world religions enhanced my love
of the religious and the spiritual

was in 1962
it
arc history
hawaiianarthistory

our family to hawaii my
1I became a part of polynesian church
began
hawaiian art
history I1 produced some art work for two years examples of my work
during this time show portraits of models at the art academy where 1I
A watercolor of the polynesian cultural center
the
took a class
punalua in the early morning sun rendered in
children on the beach at punaluu
rao s daughter betty two sisters from
hao
pastel cousin dora and joe bao
moe was my husbands
mos
makaki
makiki ward george moas fishing boat george moa
elmer s grandfather
hometeaching
teaching companion when be
home
he was a young man
king tong tyau had a store on the corner of kuakini and lusitana
water color of the store before it was torn down
watercolor
vater
streets 1I painted a wacer
done on the inside of a
Fe
fernandez
in 1965 a sketch of aunty mary mandez
mandex
brown shopping bag a drawing of aunty alice done on the same brown
paper a drawing of auvaiolimu
auwaiolimu ward and finally two drawings of our

like to share examples of my personal experience of
recording history through art work fully aware as I1 do so of my
bad some periodic
inabilities and limitations as an artist 1I have had
training in art since the age of 10 but much has been trial and error
much of my art work
and experimentation
vork is the result of just having
the courage to dive in and start all the while relying on the
1I hope it will encourage each
such as possible
spirit to help me as much
of you to have confidence that if you have the desire you too can
make historical recordings in art work
1I
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at the

the history of the church in polynesia is not only the past but
is being made daily by us as we live our lives we are urged to keep
journals and histories of our thoughts and events in our lives we
treasure our photographs but there is something very special about
As we endeavor
as recorded history
drawings paintings or sculpture an
to record the history of people in the church in polynesia we should
us written history oral
not hesitate to use all methods available to uswritten
history photographic history and history recorded by art

art is

work

catalogues
age of 8 1I began copying pictures of flowers in seed cataloguer
catal ogues at
the age of 10 1I attempted to copy the great masters like landseer and
the dutch artists
artiste

part of recording LDS church history since the
beginnings of the restoration of the church in the 1800s the church
is currently building a new museum of church history and art in salt
west
vest of temple square public opening will be june 1
lake city just wesc
1983
there will be several art galleries for changing exhibitions
in preparation for the museum the curator of collections is obtaining resumes slides of art work and biographies of LDS artists

art

art

would

the year

we moved

fifth child jacqueline

following the complications of the traumatic birth experience of
our fifth child I1 became a hibernating artist until the time was
right to continue actively in art work I1 focused my energy on the
challenging art of parenting and in between 1I recorded history in

1I thought of myself as an
from a very early age
artist
examples of my early arthistory
art history include a childlike drawing of our
home in decio idaho my sister elaine ward mayfield in her hair
curlers and a drawing of elaine asleep in our old brass bed at the

written form
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another visualbiography
visual biography ie
is the portrait in oil painted on maso22 year old returned misnite rather than canvas of our warren as a 22yearold
sionary
he is dressed in his suit
he holds his scriptures in his
own unique way and 1
I hope to communicate that here is a young man who
1I show warren standing on
loves the lord and his revelations to us
read and the city of honolulu
the side of round top drive with diamond head
and heaven behind him
his 1I wanted it to say that warren is a hawaiian
boy who loves the lord and is ready to go forth in life to teach the
be comes in contact with
gospel by his actions and precepts to all he
warren was painted lifesize
life size but I1 have striven to give the illusion
of greater height because I1 wanted to say he s a giant in spirt
I1
warren rhi
have titled this portrait
kbi
khi
abi fong tyau a giant in spirit

during the seventeen year
years that followed I1 used my art for
gummere
summers
sum
mere 1I exposed my
swa
lessons taught in church and particularly in the summere
buamers
children co
to the use of various painting mediums and drawing materials
As a result of these summer classes the seven children are all artists
of one type or another

since the summer
surer
buler of 1981 1I felt it was time to return to my art
work
there has been a new surge of creativity in my life I1 have
produced 52 major works of art since chat
chad
chal time portraits of my famithat
ly and children our beautiful hawaiian environment and many portrait
commissions for others
examples of my art work which records history
would include the following
charcoal portraits of my parents george
david ward and callie belle arrington ward as they were in 1960

oil portrait

portrait

elmer doong shing tyau
is an important highlight of my history rendered in art 1I wanted to
show he was in the image of his mother so he is squinting with the
1I have painted
sun in his eyes as his mother was in her portrait
him with a background of sky ocean and rocky mountains of the
biow
blow
communicate
hoie
hole region of oahu hoping to coluni
comuni
blowhole
cate that he is a part of
hawaii the viewer is perhaps next aware that my husband has but one
full arm and can know that here is a man who has suffered much in his
life in the moment I1 have recorded on canvas he is seriously
contemplating his
bis own future on earth which he fears is limited all
too soon in time but today is his day in the sun and he is thinking
sheng tyau his
deeply about it I1 titled the portrait
elmer doong shing
day in the sun and it was awarded the grumbacher gold medallion in
the 1982 easter art festival
I1 see this portrait as a visual
biography of my husband
of

my

handsome husband

haulani
jacqueline laulani

symphony

in

life

double portrait of jacqueline shows her as she looked during
her high school days at kamehameha school the left portrait is done
in oil paints using only shades of the color burnt umber the right
portrait was painted identical to the left one and then was color
glazed in an attempt to understand some of the techniques of the old
1I titled this double portrait simply
was
jacqueline
masters
it
in the 1982 12th annual aloha exhibit at the federal building
A

charcoal portrait of our daughter michele was rendered as a
surprise for her birthday it is life size and was enlarged from a
photograph
A

visualbiography
visual biography painted in oil of our daughter michele
tone purple dress which she made during the
her in a lovely two
twotone
A

shows

summer

wanted to show what a loving and sweet young woman she is
this is our michele at age 13 1I have titled this portrait michele
kalaupapahiwa extremely precious one

another visualbiography
visual biography is the portrait in oils of our eldest
daughter jennifer lei tyau whose interest in fashion designing
so 1I painted
seemed to call for showing her in an elegant setting
jennifer with a penetrating gaze and wearing a satin dress we did
not have the elegant setting necessary in our home so 1I borrowed the
chair and the backdrop from a painting done by john singer sargent in
the early 1900s of lady agnew I1 have titled the portrait miss
jennifer lei in lady agnew s chair

of 1981

1I

marycallie
of our seventh child Mary
Callie uilani
filani tyau shows
her standing by her daddy at kapiolani park in waikiki this portrait
was painted from a photograph nhac
Mary Callie had framed in the
chac
nhat marycallie
chat
that
pic turel 1I felt
camera put on time setting and then rushed into the picture
the photograph captured a special love warmth and compassion which I1
her daddy is
wanted to portray in an oil painting of them both
1I felt that they
always saying to her 1I m so glad 1I ve got you
both looked like they were glad they had each other this painting
arc
was selected to be in the 1983 easter arn
ard festival at ala moana center
art
sumer
and earlier it was in the 1982 summer
at the honolulu
suler dreams m show
marycallie
Callie 1I so glad ive got you
hale
bale
haie it is titled daddy and Mary
A

pastel of our third son warren khi fong tyau
at age three was recently transferred to canvas in oil paints and
rendered in monochromatic browns it will preserve for posterity the
small size and gentleness of our little boy as he stood barefoot
curling up his big toe dressed in a baggy shirt and pants holding a
toy in his hands
I1 have titled this portrait our little warren
A

portrait

of our daughter jacqueline at the age of 18 shows
1I painted jacqueline standing in
her in her lovely pink prom dress
front of a drapery used by the artist james whistler in his portrait
1I also painted
symphony in white
of a young woman titled
jacqueline in the same pose as his famous portrait 1I wanted to show
jacqueline s gentle sweet spirit and the depth of being which she
possesses
if 1I have given a glimpse of jacqueline s great beauty
this visual biography was accurately recorded 1I have titled this oil
A

charcoal portraits of my husbands parents khi fong tyau and
mary ah ping kalaupapahiwa
kalaupapahiva wong tyau mary was very active in the
building of the church in hawaii sh
shee was known and loved by
thousands as she fulfilled her callings as a leader in the primary
MIA and relief society
to work from
it was of course necessary
old photographs to render lifesize
life size portraits of these our parents
an

6

drawing in conte

as
3s
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could have visual biographies
biographic as a treasure for their posterity
ina
way
vay
hemenway
henenway
henen
deia cruz darlene ching grace Hemen
dela
dels
lunt vivian apo abbie dele
rev
velma
veima
hev len flora tano beverly wilson muriel
velna francisco helen hew
As time permits 1I hope to
meny other family and friends
fong and many

watercolor
color painting shows the view we see
wadee
ee from
vater
walee
froe our living room
waa
was in the 1982 hawaii watercolor
window looking up ohelo lane
it
20tb anniversary exhibit at the amfac plaza in honolulu
societys 20th
A

ancestors

to hawaii from china as merchants
watercolor of the oahu fish market and adjourning stores on king
street was painted to represent those early stores of the ancestors
was selected to be in the
they came as merchants
I1 titled it
it
annac plaza
1982 hawaii watercolor
Vater
waler color exhibit at the amfac
valer
anfac
my

which

husbands
husband

came

record history by art work for others

A

artists

have a testimony of the gospel of jesus christ have a
special responsibility in their art endeavors art work cannot be
separated from the artist anymore than any work cannot be separated
from the doer
there cannot be genuine appreciation and recognition
of art without appreciation and recognition of the artist artists
striving to live the gospel of jesus christ have high artistic
standards to uphold and high ideals to work towards eventually our
art should not only record history of earth life but should
foreshadow the goals of eternity
this can only be done when the
artist has insights into spiritual and eternal values this is the
the only way that religion can spiritualize art when religion
spi ritualized
spiritualizer
spiritualizes the artist then the art is uplifted and spiritualized

kollaus records a view of the mountains
oil painting of the koolaus
1I titled
we enjoy seeing on our drive from laie to honolulu

an

koolaus
kollaus
olaus
the Ko
it won the jurors award
exhibit at the federal building in honolulu

it

in the 1982 aloha

watercolor showing the hawaii 1I love the sky mountains
1I titled it paradise found
ocean and rocks
was selected to
it
be in the association of honolulu artists prelude to spring show at
moans center in 1982
ala moana
A

an

setting

painted because it reminded me of the happy days of
my youth when 1I rode a horse on our idaho farm
1I titled this
painting the grass is greener on the other side all the while
thinking of the next life
the painting was selected to be in the
AHA
noana center in 1982
ARA show at ala moana
was

in viewing art work 1I hope you will notice how variety is
essential to the concept of beauty and art the artist is largely
involved with unifying contrasts contrasts of light and dark and of
yet may 1I add there is something greater than
shapes and spaces
all art work and that is the work of art that can take place in each
person on earch
earth each of us can be true artists
artiste and unify the
contrast of a mortal man or woman with our divine spirit in the
oneness we
ve can achieve with the spirit we can move toward our eternal
destiny to become perfect in our sphere as god is in heaven

an oil painting of the unique coral flower
I1 desired to paint
this as a study in light and shadow it is history in that it
portrays one aspect of our environment in hawaii it is titled
moans center
AHA
ARA show at ala moana
coral flowers in hawaii
in che
the gha
it was inthe

in

1982

an acrylic painting shows the view from the top of tantalus
our family has many times hiked a certain tantalus trail
mountain
1I titled the
and sat on a platform at the top and viewed the island
painting A view from above thinking in my mind of the view of
heavenly father
it was selected to be in the 1982 easter art

festival at ala

moana

A
A

1

center

humandivine
divine art
these are the goals of human

winston and jeffrey have yet to be
portrayed by their mothers history motivated paint brush in the last
two years
five years ago 1I did unfinished head studies of them but 1I
look forward to painting visualbiographies
visual biographies of our two fine returned
missionary sons and their companions and our grandchildren

read with open eyes the book my life is writing and
our lives are the history of the church in polynesia
learn
we will
vill all be diligent in recording our histories
it is my hopeformthat
as well as on tapes and through the use of
in written
may my personal
photographs drawings paintings and sculpture
sharing of history recorded by art work encourage you to use art work
in your histories remember that art and history are combined in an
embrace of love and beauty a legacy for all time
me
let yes

paintings and sculptures in my
mind
aa privileged to live longer on earth 1I shall endeavor to
if I1 am
record more of our history in art work
have hundreds of drawings

sisters in the church have asked me to paint
portraits of themselves their husbands parents or children
A

number of

being in the process of transformation
godi
godl
carnal being who is born of god

human

the finite becoming infinite
immortal
mortal becoming Imm
ortali
ortallI
man and woman becoming a living work of art a masterpiece
arc
art
the artist becoming an artl

our two sons away from home

1I

who

jesus used parables homey illustrations to teach great eternal
principles the artist may see people mountains water rocks
trees flowers vegetation animals and objects of our environment
and they may bee reproduced as illustrations of eternal symbols

acrylic painting of a horse bathed in the late afternoon
sun
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